Reorganisation of human sperm nuclear architecture during formation of pronuclei in a model system.
By fertilisation, two terminally differentiated cells, namely the egg and spermatozoon, are combined to create a totipotent zygote. During this process, the inactive sperm nucleus is transformed into a functional male pronucleus. Recent studies demonstrate that human sperm chromatin has an elaborate multilevel organisation, but almost nothing is known about how sperm chromosomes are transformed during fertilisation. Because of ethical reasons and technical complications, experimentation with human embryos is generally unworkable and adequate model systems are necessary to study the formation of male pronuclei. Here, we analyse remodelling of human sperm chromatin and chromosome architecture in Xenopus egg extracts using immunofluorescent localisation of protamines and centromere protein A, as well as fluorescence in situ hybridisation localisation of major alpha-satellite DNA and whole chromosome territory (CT). We demonstrate noticeable relocalisation of centromeres and remodelling of CT during the decondensation-recondensation cycle, mimicking cellular events that occur in the paternal genome in vivo during fertilisation.